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AI-Roadmap & Data Strategy

We help companies understand what AI-cases are most
valuable. What the companies' AI & Analytics Roadmap
should look like. What Data Strategy and IT-
infrastructure such will require.

We build tools that use AI-techniques to assist
employees when making strategic decisions or have
the ability to takeover an entire business process.

Advanced Analytics & AI Tooling

We help managers & executives understand where AI-
techniques can have the most impact & train current
teams in using these technologies appropriately.

Data Science & AI Training

@crunchanalytics

We provide all necessary services to set up AI-driven
analytics or AI-driven automation for competition
monitoring, markdown pricing, promo pricing & base
pricing.

We provide all necessary services to set up AI-driven
analytics or AI-driven automation for demand
forecasting, inventory distribution, inventory
redistribution & inventory replenishment.

We provide all necessary services to set up AI-driven
analytics or AI-driven automation for customer insights,
customer segmentation, cross-sell modeling, upsell
modeling, churn modeling and customer lifetime value
optimalization

We enable retail & e-

commerce organizations

to make better decisions,

by applying Advanced

Analytics & AI
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What services do we provide?

When it comes down to advanced analytics & AI
tooling, we have established that the most
valuable cases can be found in the following
three value domains:

What tools do we set up for retail & e-

commerce?

We introduce retail & e-commerce organizations
to the opportunities that arise when you bring
together large sets of data and apply AI-
techniques to find patterns and create
predictions. These predictions deliver the
insights a decision-maker needs to support
himself/herself  in making a better decision, or
allow the full automation of such decision-
making.

The services we therefore provide are: 
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Pricing & Promotions

Inventory Management

Marketing & Personalization
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Employees


